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Mayor Hancock is committed to ensuring all Denver residents have the opportunity for a home, a job and a 
future in our great city. He has led Denver from the depths of recession to new economic heights, and has 
specific plans to keep the momentum going. In partnership with the people of Denver, Mayor Hancock is: 

DELIVERING A THRIVING ECONOMY

� 90,000 new jobs and 6,600 new businesses
� Record low 2.9% unemployment
� 41 new flight destinations out of DIA

SUPPORTING VULNERABLE FAMILIES

� 5,000 affordable homes created or preserved
� 6,300 homeless people placed in housing and 3 new homeless shelters opened
� New innovations like Denver Day Works and 325 Social Impact Bond housing units

PROVIDING NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR KIDS & SENIORS

� Free access to recreations centers for all Denver children and senior citizens
� Expanded preschool, after-school and early childhood education programs
� Longer library hours and more parks and playgrounds

KEEPING DENVER ONE OF THE SAFEST BIG CITIES IN AMERICA

� More police officers, firefighters and sheriff’s deputies
� New reforms like body-worn police cameras and de-escalation tactics
� Paired mental health professionals with police officers to patrol neighborhoods

PROTECTING NEIGHBORHOODS & CREATING EQUITY

� Launched Neighborhood Equity & Stabilization Team to protect against gentrification
� Started Race & Social Justice Initiative to improve outcomes for communities of color
� Strengthened job opportunities for locals and improved contracting opportunities for M/WBE’s
� Created Immigrant Legal Services Fund

IMPROVING SUSTAINABILITY & PROTECTING OUR CLIMATE

� Expanded composting and free recycling
� Added more electric vehicles to city fleets and charging stations to city streets
� Set new strategies to address climate change and make Denver 100% renewable

EXPANDING MOBILITY OPTIONS

� Established Vision Zero goal of zero traffic fatalities by 2030
� Dedicated half of $1B Elevate Denver bonds to enhance mobility
� Better connected bike, pedestrian and transit networks

MODERNIZING CITY SERVICES

� Eliminated budget deficit and grew savings
� Established globally recognized Peak Performance to drive innovation and efficiency
� Reduced wait times and put more services online


